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In a Sea of Empires

At the turn of the nineteenth century, the Caribbean was rife with
revolutionary fervor and political turmoil. Yet with such upheaval came
unparalleled opportunities. In this innovative and richly detailed study,
Jeppe Mulich explores the interconnected nature of imperial politics
and colonial law in the maritime borderlands of the Leeward Islands,
where British, Danish, Dutch, French, Spanish, and Swedish colonies
both competed and cooperated with one another. By exploring the
transnational networks involved in trade, slavery, smuggling, privateering, and marronage, he offers a new account of the age of revolutions in
the Caribbean, emphasizing the border-crossing nature of life in the
region. By approaching major shifts in politics, economy, and law from
the bottom up, a new story of early nineteenth-century globalization
emerges – one that emphasizes regional integration and a multiplicity of
intersecting networks.
j e p p e m u l i c h is Teaching Associate in Global History at the University of Cambridge and St. John’s College.
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Cambridge Oceanic Histories
Edited by
David Armitage
Alison Bashford
Sujit Sivasundaram

Across the world, historians have taken an oceanic turn. New maritime
histories offer fresh approaches to the study of global regions, and to longdistance and long-term connections. Cambridge Oceanic Histories
includes studies across whole oceans (the Paciﬁc, the Indian, the Atlantic)
and particular seas (among them, the Mediterranean, the Caribbean, the
North Sea, the Black Sea). The series is global in geography, ecumenical in
historical method, and wide in temporal coverage, intended as a key repository for the most innovative transnational and world histories over the
longue durée. It brings maritime history into productive conversation with
other strands of historical research, including environmental history, legal
history, intellectual history, labour history, cultural history, economic history and the history of science and technology. The editors invite studies
that analyse the human and natural history of the world’s oceans and seas
from anywhere on the globe and from any and all historical periods.
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